
 

 

Fairmode technical meeting: Athens 19-22/06/2017 --- Agenda 
(see Agenda on spatial representativeness meeting (22/06) on next page) 

 

Monday 19/06 

12:00-13:00 Registration 

13:00-13:30 Introduction & Set-up of WG activities 

13:30-15:00  Comp. Mapping 
Comp. Mapping Intercomp. Exercise 

 

15:00-16:00 Exceed. Model  

16:00-16:15 Coffee break 

16:15-18:00 Comp. Mapping Intercomp. Exercise  

Tuesday 20/06  

09:00-10:00 Summary overview (main points tackled, main issues…) 

10:00-10:15 Coffee break 

10:15-12:15 Spatial represent. Benchmarking S. App., Sensitivity analysis and WP4 indicators 

12:15-13:15 Lunch break 

13:15-14:15 Forecast Benchmarking  
Towards spatial S. App. 

14:15-15:15   

15:15-15:30 Coffee break 

15:30-17:00 Towards a practical implementation of the pilot exercise 

Wednesday 21/06 

09:00-10:30    SHERPA session 

10:30-11:00 Coffee break 

11:00-12:30 Sensors for AQM Guidance Guidelines / CEN 

12:30-13:30 Lunch break 

13:30-16:00 MQO / CEN Guidance SHERPA validation 

16:00-16:30 Conclusions and Closing of the meeting 

 

  WG1 

Assessment 

WG2 

Emissions 

WG3 

Src. App. 

WG4 

Planning 



 

 

Dedicated Spatial Representativeness Workshop (22nd June 2017) 

Morning Session (09:00 – 12:30):  

“Spatial Representativeness behind the scenes” 

Expert session to discuss the technical details of the SR methods applied by the different participants 

of the intercomparison exercise (IE): The recently concluded SR IE provides an excellent opportunity 

for this exchange of knowledge. From having worked on the same shared dataset, we are able to 

efficiently exchange background information in a much more detailed way as compared to what would 

be feasible without this common ground. 

‒ Introduction and short feedback from the organizers about what can be learned for the 
organization of the IE 

‒ Individual presentations by participants about their work on the IE 
‒ For better organization, every participant will be provided 2 or 3 “obligatory” slides with 

questions that should be summarized at the end of each presentation:  
o scope and intention of the particular SR method 
o self evaluation of the maturity of the method 
o underlying definition of SR similarity criteria & threshold parameters used 
o input data used 

‒ Discussion on methodologies & and what can be learned for the SR methods 

(Contingent on the final number of participants, 1 or 2 of these presentations could also be part of the 

timeslot within the FAIRMODE technical meeting.) 

Afternoon Session (13:30 – 17:00):  

“Spatial Representativeness & Harmonization – Do we need a paradigm shift?” 

The concept of spatial representativeness has been discussed intensively within FAIRMODE and 

AQUILA for many years (>10y). However, no well-established consensus on its definition has been 

identified so far. Against this background it is hardly conceivable to make progress towards a more 

harmonized quantification of SR, without untangling its underlying concept. 

‒ We propose that the concept of SR requires a paradigm shift 
‒ Working hypothesis 

o We need to abandon the idea of SR being one single property of a monitoring site 
(there is no such like a “swiss pocket knife “ for SR) 

o Any manageable definition of SR needs to be clearly context related 
o We need to more clearly distinguish between: SR definitions / SR methods / 

objectives for performing a SR assessment 
o Using (a set of) clearly defined context related definitions of SR would significantly  

improve the communication and comparability of results 

Organization of the session: 

‒ Introduction to the topic 
‒ Presentation by the organizers: Working hypothesis and actual need for a paradigm shift 
‒ Optional: invited presentations by participants 
‒ Elaborating the topic within the group 
‒ Summary and final discussion 
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